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The p12 protein of murine leukemia virus (MuLV) group-speciﬁc
antigen (Gag) is associated with the preintegration complex, and
mutants of p12 (PM14) show defects in nuclear entry or retention.
Here we show that p12 proteins engineered to encode peptide
sequences derived from known viral tethering proteins can direct
chromatin binding during the early phase of viral replication and
rescue a lethal p12-PM14 mutant. Peptides studied included segments of Kaposi sarcoma herpesvirus latency-associated nuclear antigen (LANA)1–23, human papillomavirus 8 E2, and prototype foamy
virus chromatin-binding sequences. Amino acid substitutions in
Kaposi sarcoma herpesvirus LANA and prototype foamy virus chromatin-binding sequences that blocked nucleosome association
failed to rescue MuLV p12-PM14. Rescue by a larger LANA peptide,
LANA1–32, required second-site mutations that are predicted to reduce peptide binding afﬁnity to chromosomes, suggesting that excessively high binding afﬁnity interfered with Gag/p12 function.
This is supported by confocal microscopy of chimeric p12-GFP fusion
constructs showing the reverted proteins had weaker association to
condensed mitotic chromosomes. Analysis of the integration-site
selection of these chimeric viruses showed no signiﬁcant change
in integration proﬁle compared with wild-type MuLV, suggesting
release of the tethered p12 post mitosis, before viral integration.
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etroviral pathogenesis and the utility of retroviruses in gene
therapy are greatly inﬂuenced by the requirement for cell division and target-site preferences for integration within host
chromosomes. Lentiviruses, such as HIV, are capable of infecting
nondividing cells and display a bias toward integrating within active genes (1). In contrast, infection by gammaretroviruses such as
murine leukemia virus (MuLV) requires cell division (2), and integration is biased toward transcriptional start sites (3, 4) and CpG
islands (3, 5). In MuLV, the factors responsible for this observed
bias in integration target-site selection have not been deﬁned.
During a retroviral infection, viral RNA is reverse-transcribed to
form double-stranded DNA that is maintained in a preintegration
complex (PIC) containing both viral and host proteins. The MuLV
PIC includes the viral reverse transcriptase (RT), capsid (CA),
integrase (IN), and p12 proteins (6–8), as well as host factors such as
barrier-to-autointegration factor (9). Following reverse transcription,
the PIC trafﬁcs to the nucleus, where it associates with chromatin,
and ultimately the viral DNA is integrated into host chromosomes,
resulting in a stable provirus. For MuLV, the breakdown of the
nuclear envelope that occurs during mitosis is necessary for the PIC
to gain access to host chromatin; however, the mechanism by which
the PIC is retained in the nucleus following mitosis is not known.
The MuLV PIC component, p12, functions in both early and late
stages of the virus life cycle. The involvement of the p12 protein in
late stages of the virus life cycle is attributed to the presence of the
late domain (L domain; 31PPPY34), which functions during viral
assembly (10, 11). A role for p12 in early stages of the life cycle was
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1221736110

ﬁrst demonstrated with work that used alanine-scanning mutagenesis within the N (PM5, 7) and C terminus (PM13-15) of p12 (11).
From this work it was proposed that p12 might have a role in nuclear
retention (11). Further investigation demonstrated that mutations
in the N terminus of p12 affect very early events in the virus life cycle,
possibly through stabilization of the viral core, whereas mutations
in the C terminus of p12 may affect chromatin binding (12). Using
tagged p12, complexes were detected by immunoﬂuorescence
in the cytoplasm early after viral infection, and these complexes
trafﬁc toward the nucleus and later accumulate adjacent to mitotic
chromosomes, supporting a role of p12 in chromatin binding (8).
Tethering of viral DNA to host chromatin during mitosis is
a common strategy by which DNA viruses maintain stable episomal DNA in the nucleus. In addition, lentiviruses, spumaviruses,
and retrotransposons (13) all possess mechanisms for tethering
viral DNA to host chromatin before integration. For HIV and
transposable elements, this tethering function is directly linked to
integration. Tethering and targeting of the lentiviral PIC for integration occurs through the interaction of the IN with the host
protein lens epithelium-derived growth factor/p75 (14, 15). For the
spumavirus prototype foamy virus (PFV), a 13-amino acid sequence within the group-speciﬁc antigen (Gag) C terminus has
been shown to bind the H2A/H2B core nucleosome (16), the
same ligand bound by the Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV) latency-associated nuclear antigen (LANA) protein
(17). Despite all that is known about viral DNA tethers, the
molecular tether for MuLV, either for integration or for nuclear
retention following cell division, remains elusive.
Here we have examined whether the p12 protein of MuLV
serves to tether viral DNA to host chromatin. The results of these
studies indicate that MuLV containing the p12-PM14 mutation,
which displays a defect during the early phase of virus infection,
can be restored to replication competence by altering the gene that
encodes p12 to include fusions with alternative viral tethering
domains. Tethering domains that are capable of complementation
include sequences derived from the human papillomavirus 8
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(HPV8) E2 protein (18, 19) as well as the chromatin binding
sequences (CBSs) from both the KSHV LANA and PFV Gag
proteins. We found that the integration proﬁles of the infectious
p12 chimeric viruses derived from KSHV, PFV, and HPV8 were
not signiﬁcantly altered from the integration proﬁle for MuLV,
which implies the DNA tethering function provided by p12 is for
nuclear localization/retention during mitosis and does not inﬂuence genomic targeting of the integration event.
Results
Design of MuLV Chimeric p12 Variants. Fig. 1A outlines the amino
acid sequence of MuLV Gag p12, highlighting regions of importance. We hypothesized that in addition to the L domain, which
varies in position between murine and avian viruses and lentiviruses
(10, 11), the p12 protein may also harbor a domain that contributes
a tethering function. We chose to study the MuLV p12-PM14
mutation in complementation assays due to the homology of the
RXR residues to the CBSs of LANA and PFV. The p12-PM14
isolate initially reported (11) encodes Ile at position 63, and is the
prototype parental p12 sequence used in these studies, except
where noted. Previous studies have identiﬁed regions of p12 at the
N terminus (5PS) (20) and the central region (substituting 49G) that
are tolerant to insertions (21). These positions were used as landing
sites for the insertion of alternative tethering domains.
A panel of transport and tethering domains was analyzed for
functional complementation of MuLV p12-PM14 (Table 1). The
p12 mutations were analyzed using two assays. In the ﬁrst, the p12
constructs were engineered into a full-length provirus, and viral
replication was measured through multiple rounds of infection in
D17 cells rendered permissive for MuLV infection (22). Cells
were transfected with proviral DNA and virus production was
measured by the release of RT activity into the media over time
(Figs. 1B, 2B, 3A, and 4B) (23). In the second assay, individual
p12 constructs were fused to GFP, and their subcellular localization was determined by confocal microscopy in the absence of
other viral proteins (Figs. 1 C and D, 2C, 3B, and 4C).
Viral Tethering Factors Complement the p12-PM14 Mutation in a PositionDependent Fashion and Restore Chromosomal Tethering. Results of the

viral spread assay measuring the function of the p12 fusions are

Table 1. p12 inserts
Insert
KSHV LANA1–23
KSHV LANA1–32
KSHV NLS24–32
SV40 TAg NLS
PFV Gag534–546
HPV8 E2240–255

Sequence
MAPPGMRLRSGRSTGAPLTRGSC
MAPPGMRLRSGRSTGAPLTRGSCRKRNRSPER
RKRNRSPER
PPKKKRKV
QGGYNLRPRTYQP
QTETKGRRYGRRPSSR

shown in Fig. 1B. Supernatants collected from cells that were
transfected with the parental virus were RT-positive within 10 d,
whereas cells that were mock-transfected remained RT-negative
for the duration of the experiment. Cells transfected with MuLV
p12-PM14 DNA or variants encoding substitutions of the arginine residues within PM14 (R66A/R68A) remained RT-negative
for the duration of the experiment (40 d).
Insertion of the LANA1–23 sequence into MuLV p12-PM14 at
the N terminus of p12 (p12-N-LANA1–23-PM14) did not result in
detectable virus production, but inserting this sequence within
the central region of p12 generated viable virus (p12-LANA1–23PM14). This chimeric virus showed delayed growth kinetics relative to MuLV, with the detection of RT activity ﬁrst appearing
on day 20. Proviral DNA from infected cells was sequenced,
conﬁrming that the LANA1–23 insertion was maintained and no
additional second-site mutations accumulated within p12.
Similar to KSHV LANA1–23 (17), the PFV CBS is reported to
tether to the core nucleosome (16). Insertion of a 13-aa region of
the PFV Gly-Arg II domain into the central region of p12 was
also capable of rescuing MuLV p12-PM14, with even faster kinetics than the LANA1–23 insertion (Fig. 1B).
Like KSHV and PFV, a chromatin tethering function is also
present in HPV8. For HPV8 the chromatin tethering function is
contained within the C-terminal domain (CTD) of the E2 protein, which works in concert with the central hinge region.
Rather than inserting the large CTD of E2 along with the hinge
region, the hinge region itself was tested for the ability to complement MuLV p12-PM14. The E2 hinge region regulates
binding of the E2 CTD through phosphorylation, prompting us to

Fig. 1. Summary of MuLV passage of virus bearing p12 mutations and functional complementation. (A) Schematic of MuLV p12. Sequence of the MuLV p12
protein with key features highlighted. Triangle, position of insertions, N-terminal (PS) (yellow box) and central insertion site (insertions replace boxed G) (red
box); blue box, late assembly sequence; turquoise box, Δ50–64; asterisk, phosphorylated S61; and green box, PM14 region (mutated to Ala). (B) Viral passage in
D17pJET cells measured by RT activity and scored for the day the culture was RT-positive. SEs are indicated (n ≥ 3). Δ, p12 deletion Δ50–64. The asterisk indicates
virus replicating contains second-site revertants. (C) Tethering of p12-PM14-GFP constructs to mitotic chromatin in D17 cells. Ratios of GFP overlapping the
DNA of mitotic D17 cells (tethered GFP) intensity:cytoplasmic GFP intensity were averaged for each construct (n > 10) with SEs shown. Student t tests were
performed against GFP control; *P < 0.001. (D) Images representing each construct. Images with a tethered ratio below 1.0 show GFP excluded from the
mitotic chromatin, whereas images with ratios above 1.0 show signiﬁcant overlap of GFP with mitotic chromatin. (Scale bars, 10 μm.)
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and D and Fig. S2 B and C). Similarly, insertion of the 534PFV546
CBS into p12-PM14 showed measurable tethering to mitotic
chromosomes (ratio = 1.22, P < 0.001) independent of the p1250–64
region (Fig. 1 C and D and Fig. S2).
These results indicate that known tethering domains from various viruses are capable of complementing a defect in an early
phase of MuLV infection when fused to p12 and that the position
of insertion is critical for function. Factors that could alter the
transport of the PIC to the nucleus did not overcome the p12PM14 defect. Insertion of nuclear localization sequences (NLS),
including the classical SV40 T antigen (TAg) NLS and the nonclassical KSHV LANA NLS (LANA24–32), did not rescue MuLV
p12-PM14, and neither showed tethering to the mitotic chromatin
(Fig. S2). To gain better insight as to the mechanism by which
the alternative tethering domains rescued MuLV p12-PM14, we
tested the effect of substitutions of key amino acids within these
tethering domains.

Fig. 2. Mutational analysis of MuLV p12-PFV-PM14 and p12-LANA1–23PM14 inserts. (A) Schematic of the p12-PM14 mutation with the 13-aa PFV
and 23-aa LANA sequences indicated. Numbering corresponding to the PFV
Gag is shown in parentheses. Positions in red, when mutated, result in the
loss of complementation of the viral construct bearing the p12-PM14 mutant. (B) Viral passage in D17pJET cells measured by RT activity. SEs are indicated (n ≥ 3). (C) Tethering of p12-PFV-PM14-GFP constructs to mitotic
chromatin in D17 cells. Ratios of tethered GFP intensity:cytoplasmic GFP intensity were averaged for each construct (n > 10) with SEs shown. Constructs
with a ratio above 1.0 correlate with live virus in B. Student t tests were
performed against GFP control; *P < 0.001.

analyze chimeric MuLV p12-PM14 constructs in the presence or
absence of the phosphorylation domain of p12 (Δ50–64 region; Fig.
1) (24). The results demonstrated that the hinge region of E2 is
unable to rescue MuLV p12-PM14. However, when the p1250–64
region was deleted (p12-E2-Δ-PM14), viable virus was detected
after ∼26 d (discussed below in detail; Fig. 4 and Fig. S1). Deletion
of p1250–64 had no effect on the ability of the tethering domains
from either the PFV Gag (p12-PFV-Δ-PM14) or LANA1–23 (p12LANA1–23-Δ-PM14) insertions to rescue MuLV p12-PM14 (Fig.
S2). Viral protein analysis of all viable viruses indicated that proteolytic processing of Gag was similar to WT virus (Fig. S3).
We next examined the distribution of p12-GFP chimeras on
mitotic chromosomes in the absence of other viral proteins. D17
cell lines stably expressing the p12-GFP constructs were generated and analyzed by confocal microscopy (Fig. 1 C and D). All
p12-GFP chimeras were analyzed by Western blot to conﬁrm that
the full-length protein was stable and expressed (Fig. S4). Images
were quantiﬁed as the ratio of tethered GFP intensity overlapping
the Hoechst-stained condensed mitotic DNA compared with cytoplasmic GFP intensity. Student t test was used to compare the
ratio of the chimeric constructs with that of GFP. In this system,
the GFP alone is not tethered to mitotic chromosomes, whereas
the parental p12 shows signiﬁcant tethering (ratio = 1.16, P <
0.001), which is lost in the presence of either the PM14 or R66A/
R68A mutations (Fig. 1C). Introduction of the LANA1–23 CBS
showed a marked tethering to the mitotic chromosomes (ratio =
4.06, P < 0.001) independent of the p1250–64 region (Δ) (Fig. 1 C
Schneider et al.

MuLV p12-PM14 virus was mutated and tested to determine
whether it impaired viral rescue (Fig. 2A). Our results indicate that
two arginine residues (R7 and R9) within this insert are essential
for the functional complementation of MuLV p12-PM14; R9
could not be substituted with Lys (R9K), indicating that a positive
charge alone is not sufﬁcient for function (Fig. 2B). These results
agree with the mutations resulting in the loss of PFV tethering
previously reported for 539LRP→AAA and 542RTY→AAA (16).
Introduction of the 534PFV546 into p12 showed marked tethering to the mitotic chromosomes. Tethering, however, was lost
in constructs containing mutations in R7 and R9 (PFV R7A,
PFV R9K, and PFV 9RTY11→AAA), providing a direct correlation between tethering activity and complementation of p12PM14 (Fig. 2 B and C).
The KSHV LANA1–23 insert was able to rescue p12-PM14
(Fig. 1B). Arg9 of LANA1–23 forms multiple hydrogen bonds to
H2A, and mutation of 8LRS10 to Ala resulted in the loss of
chromosomal tethering (17). Substitution of R9A/R12A within
the LANA1–23 peptide in the context of MuLV p12-PM14 did
not yield viable virus (Fig. 2B), and showed a corresponding loss
of tethering to mitotic chromosomes (Fig. 2C).
Reversion Events Optimize the Level of Tethering Required for Viral
Replication. Results with chimeric viruses containing the larger

LANA1–32 encoding the putative NLS were distinct from those
observed for LANA1–23. Only one of four independent assays of
p12-LANA1–32-PM14 chimeras yielded infectious virus (day 41).

Fig. 3. Reversion of the MuLV p12–LANA1–32-PM14 insert. (A) Schematic of
p12-LANA1–32-PM14 insert. REV, revertant isolated after viral passage; box,
reported NLS arginine-rich region. The day the culture was RT-positive is indicated with SE (n = 3). (B) Confocal images of each p12-LANA1–32-PM14 construct. Ratios of tethered GFP intensity:cytoplasmic GFP intensity were averaged
for each construct (n > 10) with SEs shown; *P < 0.001. (Scale bars, 10 μm.)
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Complementation by PFV and LANA1–23 CBSs Requires Amino Acids
Associated with Nucleosome Tethering. The 534PFV546 CBS within

ﬁttest of the LANA1–32 viral constructs, had the lowest tethering
ratio at 1.14 (Fig. 3B). These results indicate that tight tethering
to mitotic chromosomes is detrimental to MuLV infection and
that mutations are selected that weaken the association with the
mitotic chromosomes to allow for productive infection.
To conﬁrm that colocalization of the GFP signal with chromatin
was indeed due to binding, ﬂuorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) was performed on mitotic cells (Fig. S5). The
time of recovery for all p12 chimeras tested was greater than free
GFP (0.2 s). Speciﬁcally, the time to 50% recovery (t1/2) for p12GFP and the p12-PM14-GFP constructs bearing LANA1–23 and
LANA1–32 was 0.5, 1.4, and 5.4 s, respectively. These results support the model that p12-GFP chimeras are bound to chromatin.
The increased FRAP time signiﬁes the time required for chimeric
GFP dissociation, reﬂecting their increased binding afﬁnity.
The direct association of p12-LANA1–32-PM14-GFP with histone
H2B was conﬁrmed by coimmunoprecipitation. Incorporation of
the R9K mutation into the extended LANA1–32 region decreased
H2B association below detectable levels (Fig. S6).
Complementation with the HPV8 E2 Hinge Region240–255 Identiﬁes
a Regulatory Sequence Within p12. Insertion of the HPV8 E2

Fig. 4. Functional analysis of MuLV p12-E2-PM14 and p12-Δ50–64 inserts. (A)
(Top) Schematic of p12-Δ50–64 mutation. Sequence of the PM14 region is
shown as well as the p12-Δ50–64-G69R revertant. (Middle and Bottom) Schematic of p12-E2-PM14 mutations. The 16-aa HPV8 E2 hinge sequence is indicated with HPV8 E2 numbering in parentheses. Positions where individual
second-site mutations have been identiﬁed are highlighted in red and the
deletions are underlined. The positions of the 70RR71 C-terminal to PM14 and
the revertant 70RQ71 are indicated. (B) Passage of virus transiently expressed
in D17pJET cells. The day the culture was RT-positive is indicated with SE (n ≥
3). Δ, p12 deletion Δ50–64; asterisk, parental construct from which revertants
were isolated. (C) Tethering of p12-E2-Δ50–64-PM14-GFP and p12-Δ50–64-GFP
constructs to mitotic chromatin in D17 cells. Ratios of tethered GFP intensity:
cytoplasmic GFP intensity were averaged for each construct (n > 10) with SEs
shown. Constructs with a ratio above 1.0 correlate with live virus in B. Student
t tests were performed against GFP control; *P < 0.001.

Sequence analysis of the integrated p12-LANA1–32-PM14 proviral DNA identiﬁed a single-point mutation, R9K; the reversion
event is indicative of a low level of viral passage. Reconstitution
within a MuLV provirus and subsequent infection studies indicated that this revertant had the same replication kinetics as the
viral derivative containing the LANA1–23 insert (day 20) (Fig. 3A).
Mutation of R9A resulted in replication kinetics faster than the
p12-PM14 bearing either the LANA1–23 or LANA1–32-R9K inserts
(Fig. 3A). Selection for R9K was of interest because Arg9 was
identiﬁed as critical for nucleosome binding for both LANA1–23
and LANA1–32 and inactivated complementation of the LANA1–23
insert (Fig. 2B). We therefore predicted that the virus had selected
for chimeric p12 derivatives with decreased nucleosome afﬁnity,
and this was directly analyzed in the context of p12-GFP fusions.
Fig. 3B shows the results of the mitotic tethering of the LANA
inserts within the p12-GFP constructs. The p12-LANA1–32-PM14GFP construct showed strong tethering to mitotic chromosomes,
with a tethered GFP intensity:cytoplasmic GFP intensity ratio of
7.76 (Fig. 3B). Despite the strong tethering, virus bearing this
insert was not viable and selected the second-site mutation R9K
to restore viability as described above. Analysis of this R9K
revertant by confocal microscopy indicated a marked decrease in
chromosomal tethering, with a decrease in ratio from 7.76 to 1.22.
Additionally, the p12-LANA1–32-R9A-PM14 virus, which was the
9490 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1221736110

hinge region240–255 (numbered 1–16; Fig. 4) into MuLV p12PM14 did not complement the PM14 mutation (Fig. 4B).
Surprisingly, deletion of the central region of p12 from amino
acids 50–64 in p12-E2-PM14 resulted in a viral derivative that
produced a number of independent second-site mutations
during viral passage. Ten second-site mutations have been identiﬁed; reconstruction of eight individual mutations into the parental
proviral construct (p12-E2-Δ50–64-PM14) conﬁrmed that the replication of the proviral constructs was restored to near WT levels
(Fig. 4B and Fig. S1D) and that mutations were stable. The E2
second-site mutations can be grouped into three regions: Two are
deﬁned by the deletion mutations ΔETKGRRY and ΔRRPSS,
and the third lies outside the E2 insertion, at p12 R71Q.
Parallel studies examined the effect of passaging virus bearing
Δ50–64. Interestingly, a second-site mutation, G69R, was isolated
from p12-Δ50–64, which created a basic patch of RRRR. This
resulted in a virus that replicated similarly to that encoding the
parental p12 (Fig. 4B). These results indicate that there are
similarities in the second-site mutations obtained from MuLV
bearing the p1250–64 deletion, regardless of whether the E2-PM14
insert is present.
Analysis of the p12-E2-GFP constructs supports the hypothesis
that MuLV requires weak tethering to mitotic chromosomes for viability (Fig. 4C and Fig. S1 E and F). Comparison of the p12-E2PM14-GFP (Fig. 4C) construct with a construct containing the p12Δ50–64 deletion (p12-E2-Δ50–64-PM14-GFP; Fig. 4C) reveals that
removing amino acids 50–64 activates tethering to the mitotic chromosomes. Between 10 and 30 images were quantiﬁed for the GFP
tethering ratio of p12-E2-PM14-GFP (0.98) and p12-E2-Δ50–64PM14-GFP (1.19), and the measured difference between the constructs is highly signiﬁcant (P < 0.001). Interestingly, all eight secondsite mutations selected by the virus decrease the level of tethering
from the parental p12-E2-Δ50–64-PM14 (Fig. 4C and Fig. S1 E and F).
Integration Sites Used by Virus Bearing p12 Insertions Do Not Differ
from MuLV with Respect to Transcriptional Start Sites and CpG
Islands. To characterize the integration-site proﬁle of MuLV bear-

ing p12 chimeras in human cells, replication competent chimeric
virus was transfected into 293 cells expressing the ecotropic MuLV
receptor, murine cationic amino acid transporter-1 (293mCAT).
Following viral passage, genomic DNA was isolated and between
1,100 and 2,200 unique integration sites were mapped for each chimeric virus (Table S1). MuLV integration sites are enriched near
transcription start sites and CpG islands, whereas FV and HIV integration sites are not. The integration-site distribution of the MuLV
p12-PM14 virus encoding PFV (p12-PFV-PM14), LANA (p12LANA1–23-PM14 and p12-LANA1–32-R9K-PM14), and E2 inserts
Schneider et al.

Discussion
In this study, we show that the insertion of amino acid sequences
known to be required for tethering viral DNA to host chromatin can
functionally rescue a replication-defective MuLV bearing a lethal
mutation in p12. A key feature that impacts whether a given tethering domain is capable of rescue is the binding afﬁnity to mitotic
chromosomes. Second-site mutations were identiﬁed that reduce
binding afﬁnity; however, mutations that are predicted to eliminate
binding to chromosomes are incapable of rescue; this indicates that
the ability to bind with optimized intermediate afﬁnity to mitotic
chromosomes is required for p12 function. In contrast to the insertion of tethering domains, the insertion of nuclear localization
sequences within p12 was unable to rescue MuLV p12-PM14. Our
results indicate that the C terminus of the p12 protein of MuLV
functions to retain the PIC within the nucleus after the reformation
of the nuclear envelope that occurs at the end of mitosis. Furthermore, the mitotic chromatin tethering mediated by p12 does not
inﬂuence integration target-site selection directly.
The infectious retroviral pathway involves orchestration of multiple viral and host proteins through the reverse-transcription and
preintegrative complexes. Recent ﬁndings indicate that the N terminus of p12 plays a role in capsid core disassembly (12). Our results
correlate the function of the p12 C terminus to mitotic chromatin
tethering (12, 25). Live-cell imaging indicates p12-labeled PICs
trafﬁc and tether to the mitotic chromatin after nuclear envelope
breakdown, and the p12-PM14 mutation ablates tethering (25).
Mutant p12 can inﬂuence CA release from PICs in mitotic cells
(25). The results of this study indicate that the optimized weak
tethering of p12 chimeras selected by viral passage does not inﬂuence the subsequent integration events coordinated by the IN
protein. These results support previous data demonstrating that
IN is the dominant factor in deﬁning target-site selection (26).
The p12 protein has functions in both early and late stages of the
life cycle, and must therefore balance both incoming and outgoing
viral pathways. Reversion events selecting for improved virus viability can optimize either stage of the viral life cycle. Parallel studies
generating a related p12-LANA1–31-PM14 indicated low viral titer
and reduced assembly of viral particles within a p12-LANA1–31
background (25). Thus, for the p12-LANA1–32-PM14 construct,
second-site mutations can be selected that improve the localization

Fig. 5. Proportion of integration sites surrounding transcription start sites and CpG islands for MuLV engineered to contain the LANA and PFV CBSs, and an E2
regulatory region. (A) Percentages of integration sites are plotted with respect to the distance from the annotated transcription start sites. (B) Percentages of
integration sites are plotted with respect to the distance from the midpoint of the nearest CpG islands. (Inset) Datasets used in the analysis; FV ﬁbroblast (37),
HIV-1 (38), MuLV (ref. 39 and this work), MuLV p12-M63, MuLV p12-PFV-PM14, p12-LANA1–23-PM14, p12-LANA1–32-R9K-PM14, p12-E2-K5E-Δ-PM14, and p12-E2ΔRRPSS-Δ-PM14 (summarized in Table S1). The proﬁles of the MuLV p12-PM14 chimeras maintained the bias to transcriptional start sites and CpG islands.
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or assembly of Gag precursor Pr65 at the plasma membrane and
concomitantly decrease binding to the mitotic chromosomes.
The LANA NLS is proposed to function as part of a larger
lysine-arginine–rich bipartite NLS (27). p12-LANA1–32-PM14
containing the NLS resulted in an increased level of chromosomal
tethering. This suggests a role for arginine-rich sequences in both
nuclear retention and chromosome binding. In addition, argininerich motifs have been shown to function as RNA binding motifs
(28). It is therefore worth noting that both the PM14 and the
adjacent PM15 mutations lie within an arginine-rich region that is
highly conserved among retroviral p12 proteins (24). Glycinearginine–rich regions are also present in viral proteins with an
established role in chromosome tethering, including the DNA
virus proteins Epstein–Barr virus EBNA1, KSHV LANA, HPV
E2, and the retroviral PFV Gag protein (16, 18, 19, 29). The role
of these glycine-arginine–rich regions is unclear.
In addition to a glycine-arginine–rich region, the DNA virus
proteins contain a conserved RXXS phosphorylation motif. An
RXXS motif is present within the HPV8 E2 hinge region (19);
however, this motif was not essential for complementation of
p12-E2-PM14. In fact, the motif was deleted through viral passage, resulting in a mutant virus, ΔRRPSS, with increased ﬁtness.
Although the p12 protein of MuLV lacks an RXXS motif, alternative phosphorylation sites within p12 have been identiﬁed:
S61 (within the Δ50–64 region) and S65 (within PM14). Replication of p12-Δ50–64-G69R, lacking the S61 phosphorylation site,
indicates that p12 phosphorylation per se may not be essential.
The fact that other tethering domains are capable of restoring
a mutant p12 function provides evidence that the wild-type p12
functions in tethering to chromosomes. The collection of compensatory mutations in constructs bearing E2 as well as in p12Δ50–64-G69R reveals a requirement for Arg-rich sequences, indicating that the putative host factor could be either protein or
RNA (30). The HPV8 E2 hinge region provides a fruitful reservoir to facilitate second-site reversions capable of compensating for the PM14 mutation, indicating that amino acids derived
from E2 do not necessarily rescue the p12-PM14 mutation in a
sequence-speciﬁc fashion. Minimally, the results of these studies
indicate that tethering to the core nucleosome H2A/H2B through
p12-PM14 fused to the tethering domains of PFV and KSHV
LANA proteins is sufﬁcient to restore viral infectivity.
The results of this study highlight a role for the MuLV p12
protein in nuclear retention following mitosis using a comparative
virology approach. These results further demonstrate the plasticity
of the retroviral genomes. This has been demonstrated previously
with the late domain, and with this work we report that a similar
situation can be found with tethering functions. For MuLV, the p12
protein appears to be the landing pad of multiple accessory functions. Further deﬁning the partners involved for tethering MuLV
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(p12-E2-K5E-Δ-PM14 and p12-E2-ΔRRPSS-Δ-PM14) maintained
their bias toward integration at transcriptional start sites (Fig. 5A) and
CpG islands (Fig. 5B). Statistical comparisons over many forms of
genomic annotation are shown in Fig. S7. Although individual statistical variations exist between sets, the tethering of p12 associated
with mitotic chromosomes during the infectious entry cycle did not
alter the overall integration proﬁle of MuLV.

p12 to mitotic chromosomes and investigating the mechanism/
regulation of release remain key areas of interest to this ﬁeld.
Materials and Methods
Plasmids. pNCA-C encoding the complete Moloney-MuLV provirus was used as
the template to clone the p12 mutants (31). Inserts replaced glycine-49 of p12
and were cloned into pNCA-C with overlapping PCR and the EcoRI and XhoI
restriction sites. Mutant p12 constructs were then cloned into the GFP mammalian expression vector GFP-IRES-Puro (pGIP) (32) with primers ﬂanking p12
that introduced an N-terminal BamHI restriction site, ATG start codon, and Cterminal (GGGGS)3 linker to link to GFP. GFP was ampliﬁed with primers that
added the (GGGGS)3 linker to the N terminus and deleted the ATG start codon
and included the C-terminal NotI restriction site. Overlapping PCR was used to
combine the p12 and GFP fragments, and the insert was cloned back into pGIP
with the BamHI and NotI restriction sites. PCR reactions were performed with
KOD polymerase (Novagen) and digests with New England BioLabs
enzymes. Oligonucleotide primer sequences are listed in Dataset S1.
Cell Culture. All cells were cultured at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in 4.5 g/L D-glucose,
L -glutamine (+) DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS
(Atlanta Biologicals) and 1% (vol/vol) antimycotic/antibiotic (Gibco).
DEAE dextran transfection in canine D17 cells stably expressing the ecotropic M-MuLV receptor mCAT (D17pJET cells) was as previously described
using 250 ng proviral DNA (33). Viral replication kinetics were monitored
using an RT assay performed on the culture supernatants (23). All assays
were performed minimally in three independent experiments.
p12-GFP constructs were expressed in D17 cells. 293T cells stably expressing
the MuLV Gag-Pol proteins (293T CeB cells) (34) were used to generate virus
to transduce the D17 cells with the pGIP vectors (32). A CaPO4 transfection
kit (Stratagene; Mammalian Transfection Kit) was used for overnight
transfection of 1.5 μg pHIT-G plasmid expressing the vesicular stomatitis
virus G protein (VSV-G) (35) and 0.5 μg pGIP at 37 °C in 2.5% CO2. Cells were
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then treated with 10 mM Na butyrate for 6 h (36), and the medium was
changed and virus was collected 24 h later. D17 cells were infected with virus
for 3 h in the presence of 8 μg/mL polybrene and, after 24 h, selected in
media containing 2.5 μg/mL puromycin.
Confocal Microscopy. D17 cells expressing the p12-GFP constructs were imaged
live on a Zeiss LSM 510 META confocal microscope with a 63× water immersion
objective at the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School Confocal and Electronic Imaging Center. For some images, subconﬂuent dishes were treated
with 0.45 ng/mL nocodazole in medium for 8–10 h and then released from
cell-cycle arrest with fresh medium containing Hoechst 33258 DNA stain
(Sigma; 14530) for 30 min. Cells were imaged in MatTek glass-bottom dishes
(P35G-1.5-14-C). All cells imaged in metaphase were quantiﬁed in Matlab
(MathWorks). The area of a single cell was deﬁned for each image excluding
signals outside this domain. Mitotic chromatin was deﬁned as any Hoechst
DNA staining signal 50% above background. The GFP signal was classiﬁed as
overlapping the mitotic chromatin signal (tethered) or as cytoplasmic. The
ﬁnal tethered GFP intensity:cytoplasmic GFP intensity ratio was calculated.
Integration Target-Site Selection Analysis. Genomic DNA containing viral
integrants from infected 293mCAT cells was isolated, fragmented, repaired,
and ligated with linkers for 454 pyrosequencing following protocols described in SI Materials and Methods.
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